... The proposed Ph.D. research will improve the Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) protocol [1] . LEACH maximizes WSN lifetime via randomized rotation of cluster heads. However, LEACH allows for inefficiencies due to redundant area coverage, when monitoring areas for some nodes are wholly "covered" by other nodes.
We propose the LEACH-SM protocol-a modification of LEACH. It adds the Spare Selection phase to LEACH. Figure  1 shows that the setup phase of our protocol (in which clusters and cluster heads are determined) is followed by the spare selection phase (explained below), and then the regular operation of the sensor network divided into frames ( Figure 1 illustrates frames for a cluster with n regular-i.e., non-cluster head-nodes).
Development of LEACH-SM has three main goals. First, from the subset of WSN nodes that provide redundant target coverage, we select the optimal collection of spares (the one that maximizes WSN lifetime). We initially put spares asleep while maintaining the original monitored target coverage. Since sensing ranges for nodes can cross cluster boundaries, race conditions and deadlocks could occur during the spare selection process. We overcome these challenges.
The second research goal for LEACH-SM is to decide: (i) how long the spares should remain passive ("asleep"), and
(ii) which of the spares should be used as replacements for primary nodes that used up their energy. LEACH-SM introduces an initial asleep interval for spares. As shown in Figure 2 , the primary nodes must follow the cycles of relatively long awake and relatively short nap periods in each frame. In contrast, the spares use no energy till time t (i.e., during their asleep interval). All spares awake at time t (which was estimated during the Spare Selection phase 1 ). From this moment on they follow a cycle-as shown in Fig.2 -with very long nap periods. Note that the end of each awake period for a spare is synchronized with the end of the (much longer) awake period for its cluster head.
The larger is t the more energy is saved by the spares. However, if t is too large, exhausted nodes have no spares ready for replacing them. 2 The third research goal for LEACH-SM is to estimate the lifetime of WSN as determined by energy consumption by all its sensor nodes. There are many factors affecting the WSN lifetime. This goal requires calculating lifetime for primary sensor nodes and spares, calculating duty cycles for all types of nodes, and determining lifetime of node batteries.
